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Background

Discharge on the solar array
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High-energy particles
The charging and discharging has
been reported to occur by the
interaction of the space environment.

Discharge

The satellite may become power
down or operation stopped.
Environmental Observing “ADEOS-II”
http://www.jaxa.jp/projects/sat/adeos2/index_j.html

There is a need for testing
the charge and the discharge on the ground

Background
Discharge point

Discharge on the solar array
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Discharge plasma

Previous ground test
Hirokazu Masui, Kazuhiro Toyoda and Mengu Cho
“Electrostatic Discharge Plasma Propagation Velocity on
Solar Panel in Simulated Geosynchronous Environment”

The ground test device

It is difficult to perform a ground test in the case of a large solar array

The discharge current should be simulated.

Background

Previous study
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Simulation of the flashover current
Discharge point

Discharge light on the solar array

Parameter for simulated waveform
Propagation length, m
106×t0.5
Surface potential, V
Variable
Cover-glass capacitance, nF/m2
286
Conditions
・Solar array is uniformly charged
・Potential difference is completely neutralized by discharge

Simulated flashover current
Tomonori Suzuki : “Research of Sustained Arc Test and Simulated Flashover Current”

Propose
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 Experiments

 Simulations

To calculate the impedance model of the
discharge plasma by using measured value.
Discharge Plasma

Discharge point
Cover glass

To approximate the measured value
・Flashover current
・How neutralize the charge?

Solar cell

Future goal
To create the discharge plasma model which can be simulated
the actual flashover discharge on a large solar array.

Experimental Method
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Ring coupon
Polyimide
(Cover glass)

Copper electrodes
(Solar calls)

Triple junction

The discharge was induced in the center of the coupon
The ring coupon acquired the current waveforms which
propagates concentrically by each small sections.

Experimental Method

Experimental circuit
Neutralization
current
Cp2~Cp12
C＝100pF

Flashover current
Cp1

R=10MΩ

Vbias＝
-1kV,-2kV,-3kV

Vp Voltage probe

Blow-off current
Cp13
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Experimental Method Experimental system
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Vacuum chamber
UV lamp

Mirror
Coupon

Trek probe

Vacuum chamber specifications
Diameter
1.0m
Length
1.2m
Ultimate pressure 1×10-4Pa

YAG laser
Energy : 0.6mJ
Second harmonic
532nm
Current probe
Vp

9

Potential difference

Analysis method

Calculation of the plasma resistance
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Before discharge

Discharge
point
Distance from center
of the coupon
Polyimide
Copper electrodes
Sectional view of a ring coupon

Calculation of the plasma resistance
Neutralization
Current, A

Potential difference

Analysis method

Before discharge
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Q

Time, µs

Plasma resistance

After discharge

Discharge
point

Cp1

Cp2

Cp3

Cp4

Sectional view of a ring coupon

Distance from center
of the coupon
Polyimide
Copper electrodes

Plasma resistance, Ω

Analysis method
𝑎
R=
𝐼−𝑏

Simulation of the flashover discharge
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+c

Neutralization current, A
The model of the plasma It is assumed that a resistor and a capacitor
exist for each small section.
resistance
Conditions
・The ring coupon was considered that has the potential difference uniformly
・All capacitors was considered to have been charged by potential difference

The current flowing in each micro time was calculated.

Results Measurement of the discharge current
Discharge current waveforms when Vbias=-1kV

Current, A

Discharge plasma

Flashover current

Neutralization current

Time, µs

The plasma resistance was calculated
using the neutralization current
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Results

Measurement of the surface potential
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 The surface potential of before and after discharge
Before discharge
Surface Potential, kV

Surface potential, kV

-0.4

-0.2

After discharge

Before discharge

-0.4
-0.6
-0.8

After discharge

-1

Potential difference

-0.1

Before discharge

0

Biased voltage
After discharge
-0.7

-1.2
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20
Distance from the center, cm

Average of the potential difference for the each Vbias

Vbias [kV] Potential difference V0 [V]
-1.0

-1

840

-2

1450

-3

1850

Results

Measurement of the surface potential

 The neutralization ratio for each potential difference
The ratio of charge responsible for neutralization
Neutralization ratio＝
VBefore  VAfter
VBefore
V

100 [%]

(4.1)

: Differential voltage of before disch arg e

Before
VBefore
: Potential difference
in the before discharge
VAfter : Differential
voltage of after disch arg e
VAfter: Potential difference
in the after discharge

・The more close the distance from the discharge point,
the neutralization ratio increases.
・The area of neutralization also increases
when the potential difference increases.
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Results

Calculation of the plasma resistance

 The characteristic of the plasma resistance to current

Calculated

80
60
40

Curve fitting

20
0
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
Neutralization current, A

100
Plasma resistance, kΩ

Plasma resistance, kΩ

100

80

a
R
c
I b

60
40
20
0

Neutralization current, A

1164
R
 1000
I  0.005
The values of a, b and c were determined
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Results

Simulation result of the flash over current
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 Comparison of the measured and calculated values of flashover current
for V0 =1450 [V]
Calculated
Measured

・The calculated charge values were nearly equal to the average of
the measured values.
・It was possible to show the characteristics of the current cut-off,
like the measured values by using the value of b.

Results

Simulation result of the flash over current
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 Comparison of the measured and calculated values of flashover current
for each V0
Calculated
Measured

V0 =840 [V]

V0 =1850 [V]

It was not possible to obtain a waveform along the measured values as well.
⇒The inductance of plasma was not considered in the simulation.

Results

Simulation result of the neutralization ratio
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 Comparison of the measured and calculated values
Calculated
of neutralizationMeasured
ratio for
each potential difference
840 V
1450 V
1850 V

840V 1450V 1850V

120

Neutralization ratio, %

840 V
1450 V
1850 V

Calculated

100
80

Measured

60
40
20
0
0

5
10
15
20
Distance from the center, cm

It showed similar characteristics
with the measured values
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Consideration

Taking into Plasma Resistance and Inductance

Charge quantity, C

160
140
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Calculated
Measured

120
100
80
60
40
20
600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Differential voltage, V

Simulation model

Comparison of the charge quantity
in each of the potential difference

・Flashover current and surface potential were simulated taking into account
the plasma resistance and inductance.
・The inductance was adjusted to be approximately equal to
the peak value and the charge of the measured values

Results

Simulation result of the flash over current
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 Comparison of the measured and calculated values of flashover current
taking into account the plasma resistance and inductance for V0 =1450 [V]
2

Calculated
Measured

Calculated
Measured

Current, A

1.5
1

0.5
0

-0.5
-1
20

25

Time, s

When the inductance is also taken into account,
it was possible to approximate the peak value and
the current cut-off time of the measured value.

30

35

Results

Simulation result of the flash over current
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 Comparison of the measured and calculated values of flashover current
taking into account the plasma resistance and inductance for each V0

Calculated
Measured

V0 =840 [V]

V0 =1850 [V]

・It was not possible to approach the peak value and the current cut-off time
of the measured value.
・It is considered to be due to the fact that in the current simulation
model the inductance stays constant when the current increases.

Results

Simulation result of the neutralization ratio
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 Comparison of the measured and calculated values of neutralization ratio taking into
account the plasma resistance and inductance in each V0
Measured Calculated
840 V
1450 V
1850 V

840V 1450V 1850V

120

Neutralization ratio, %

840 V
1450 V
1850 V

Calculated

100
80

Measured

60
40
20
0
0

5
10
15
20
Distance from the center, cm

It showed similar characteristics
with the measured values
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Conclusions & The plans
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Conclusions
 In the Charging/discharge test, the discharge current and the surface potential was
measured. The plasma resistance model was calculated.
 The area of the neutralization increased with increase in the potential difference.
 It was possible to approach the current cut-off time and the peak value to the
measured values by taking into the plasma resistance and inductance.

The Plans
 Consideration of the simulation method taking into an inductance characteristic
when the current increases ⇒ Approach to the measured value
 The discharge current and surface potential will be measured by using actual solar
array coupon.

Thank you for your attention!

Result

Measurement of the surface potential
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放電前
After discharge
放電後

Before discharge
Distance from the center, cm

Differential Voltage, V

Differential Voltage, V

 Potential difference before and after discharge
by the 1D data of the surface potential
Electron beam
UV lamp
After discharge

Before discharge
Distance from the center, cm

UV lamp can be uniformly charged than the electron beam

Charging method by using Photoelectric effect

Photon
Photoelectron

Kapton
Vsuface=Vbias
Vsuface=0
Vbias

Vbias

Discharge method using laser beam

Mirror
Laser beam

Laser plasma

Vbias

Appendix

YAG laser
Solid which is a laser medium
•Yttrium
•Aluminium
•Garnet
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Appendix

Simulation equation
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Appendix

Discharge energy
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The electrostatic energy due to the capacitor 100pF

1
U  CV 2 [ J ]
2
Differential
Voltage
[V]
840
1450
1850

Discharge
Energy
[mJ]
0.035
0.11
0.17

(6.1)

Laser Energy
[mJ]

All Energy
[mJ]

1.2
0.6
0.6

1.235
0.71
0.77

